
COMING IN 2019!

Time Breaker
In this thought-provoking chase across time, the goal of the game is to find and arrest 
the notorious chrono-criminal, the Time Breaker, in order to get a coveted promotion at 
the Time Repair Agency.

13th Doctor Expansion**
          Celebrate the Doctor’s reincarnation with this expansion for Doctor Who Fluxx! It 
          features the 13th Doctor herself, alongside some of her supporting characters and more.

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine Fluxx
Explore the farthest reaches of the universe in Star Trek: DS9 Fluxx! Work 
alongside Benjamin Sisko, Quark, Jadzia Dax, Worf and all of your other 
favorite space station personnel while you try to gather Gold-Pressed Latinum      
                        and study the Wormhole. But watch out for nasty Surprises and     
                        Creepers like the Founders and the Jem’Hadar!

Specialty
 Editio n:

Contains  7 

bonu s cards!

ChronoTrek** 
Explore the history (and alternate history) of the entire Star Trek 
universe in this version of Chrononauts. Take on the ID of one 
of your favorite Star Trek characters and try to alter history to 
restore your specific timeline! Maybe you need to ensure that 
the Federation gets founded, or just retrieve the Orb of Time 
and some tea. Earl Grey. Hot.

Jumanji Fluxx**
Jumanji Fluxx reminds you just how chaotic and dangerous the world of 
Jumanji can be! Watch out for all-new Danger cards that eliminate players; 
you might be able to jump back in, but if the deck runs out, elimination 
becomes permanent. If you want to survive you’ll have to carefully traverse 
the landscape, gathering the right gear and avoiding the many wild animals. 
Be prepared, or risk getting eliminated... remember, it’s not just a game!

Specialty
 Edition:

Contains 7  

bonus cards!

Marvel Fluxx**
At long last, Fluxx fans can stand up and say, “Make Mine Marvel!” Featuring familiar 
heroes and villains from your favorite Marvel comics, this Fluxx lets you assemble your 
                    dream team of Avengers, and much, much more. You might even notice
                    some new super powers for your friendly, neighborhood Fluxx!

Plan C Expansion
Plan C is a brand new expansion for Get the MacGuffin featuring six never-before-seen 
cards! These cards have amazing powers that really shake things up. You can use your 
Third Eye to peer beyond the veil, or bring something back from the past with the 
assistance of the Time Traveler. Of course, when the chips are down, you can always 
cross your fingers and fall back on Plan C!

These two

specialty edition

games include a

collectible coin 

and 7 exclusive 

cards!
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